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There is a very energetic buzz around the term 
‘research’ in relation to schools at present. There is much 
talk of the importance of ‘evidence-based research’; 
events run by organisations like Research Ed are 
increasingly popularly attended by teachers; and there 
are now 22 Research Schools in England, and a larger 
number of Teaching Schools, also meant to engage with 
and in research. Further, the Education Endowment 
Fund has a very strong emphasis on schools taking the 
lead on research projects and partnerships. 

It is therefore timely to consider the role of English 
teachers in relation to research activity. Is there now 
an expectation for teachers to be researchers? If so, 
would that be yet another addition to their work load? 
Or would it be a proper recognition of the increasing 
professional capacity of the profession? What should 
the role of NATE be, the leading association for 
English teachers, in relation to undertaking research or 
disseminating research to its members? 

There are not really straightforward answers to these 
questions: rather, there are choices to be made. However, 
we can say for sure that becoming a good researcher is 
much like becoming a good teacher. Both are highly skilled 
activities, best supported by excellent initial training 
and then continuously developed by regular practice.

Reflective practice in English
The term ‘reflective practitioner’ (RP) has been 
applied across many disciplines and professions and 
is not in any way restricted to teachers. However, it 
has been particularly influential in discussions of how 
teachers improve their teaching. A simple but workable 
definition of a reflective teacher might be: one who 
continuously evaluates their teaching, is self-critical, and 
consistently seeks to innovate and improve their professional 
work in and out of the classroom.

In reality, this can be problematic – the idea of the 
‘reflective practitioner’ is often trotted out as something 
that all good teachers, somehow, and independently, 
‘become’. The implication is that it somehow happens 
organically, without, for instance, CPD or time to actually 
reflect – or indeed to carry out research (although the 
term ‘action research’ – see further discussion below – 
does derive specifically from the concept of reflectivity, 
and is often used interchangeably with ‘practitioner’ 
research.) 

Nevertheless English teachers are, by and large, 
authentic reflective practitioners, and the reflective 
practitioner concept does fit especially well with English 
teaching. John Dewey, probably the originator of the 
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term and a consistent key influence on the concept as 
it has developed, has had a major influence on English 
as a school subject. His pragmatist philosophy was 
principally focused on the nature of experience and 
how we interpret it; a key concept for him was ‘personal 
growth’ which has arguably been the most powerful 
idea in the history of English teaching around the world 
(Goodwyn, 2018).

This links with the idea of English as a restless 
and unbounded domain in which every teacher is 
an agent in the history and the future of the subject. 
Although currently English is very much bounded by 
a combination of external demands and constraints, 
there is much evidence that English teachers find 
creative space where they can, using ‘adaptive agency’ 
(Goodwyn, 2019), for example, to find ways of working 
positively with a narrow assessment regime that 
students must endure, without merely following the 
strictures of such a regime.

So English teachers, even in constrained 
circumstances, make many choices – and this is one 
element of reflective practice: evaluating what we 
do. We ask not just ‘what am I doing?’ but ‘why am I 
doing it, what might it achieve and, when it is over, 
what difference will it have it made to the lives of our 
students?’ Whenever something does not go as it should, 
the RP identifies it as a problem and reconfigures what 
to do, trying to identify exactly where the problem is 
and where the potential solution might be found.

The Masters route
There are two obvious routes for the RP, the formal and 
the informal. The formal is the tried and tested Masters 
route which provides an initial training in research. 
On this route, the RP is taught, amongst other things, 
some acquaintance with research methods and how  
to read the research literature critically with the chance 
to undertake a valuable dissertation which might well 
be a research project. The MA route is also a social one 

in the sense that the RP is taught in a group of RPs,  
and so has moved to what might be called ‘dialogic 
reflective practice’.

The Masters route will introduce the idea of ‘Action 
Research’, which takes the RP model to a new level – 
(although it’s important to recognise that doing Action 
Research is not dependent on doing, or having done, a 
Masters course). Action Research is a more developed 
and theorised form of what all RP English teachers do: 
they identify an issue, they try things out, they evaluate 
how it went, and then they come back with a refined 
approach. This is the necessary initial cycle. However, 
in Action Research the cycle is further refined and then 
tried again – marking a move to the systematic. 

The Masters route is connected with an important 
argument about advancing the status of teaching as a 
profession by proposing that it should be a Masters level 
profession, as it is in Finland, for example. Britain has 
some recent history in this respect, too. There was an 
ill-fated and poorly-conceptualised move to provide a 
Masters for all teachers in England and Wales, brokered 
by the Teacher Training Agency (one of those bodies 
incinerated in the ‘bonfire of the QUANGOs’ which 
took place when the Conservative government came to 
power in 2010, along with the unloved General Teaching 
Council for England, and, in the same conflagration, 
the highly respected and valuable, British Educational 
Communications and Technology Agency.) Scotland, 
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for a few years, also developed a Chartered Teacher 
model, one route towards which was via a Masters 
course; this model was discontinued in 2012. 

All these stuttering and flawed initiatives linked 
teaching to research via a Masters route, but currently 
the onus in the UK is back on the individual English 
teacher. The current pilot programme of the Chartered 
College of Teaching in England does not link the status 
to Masters credits. Equally, the plethora of titles for 
schools such as ‘Teaching Schools’ or ‘Research Schools’ 
has not generated any substantial infrastructure to 
support and sustain formal research. 

From reflective practice to research into practice
Reflective practice is best regarded as a model of self-
improvement for any professional practitioner. Most 
of the evidence by means of which self-improvement 
can occur comes from direct experience of teaching 
and assessment, and provides a kind of personal growth 
for the teacher. Such evidence may be obtained by 
either undertaking observation or being observed; 
unfortunately, being observed for most teachers is now 
associated principally with inspection and performance 
management, the latter by senior managers setting 
SMART targets. A very different model stems from 
peer to peer observation, where there are no targets but 
mutual support and critical feedback, and where what is 
at stake is improvement not measurement. 

But even in this excellent model of professional 
development, the knowledge created stays very much 
with the individuals. What research fundamentally 
tries to achieve is to build on, or challenge, existing 
knowledge; by such determined action, the researcher 
can consolidate what exists or create knowledge in 
a way that can be shared. Research is less for self-
improvement and more about collective improvement, 
ambitious for the greater good.

Ethics and publication
Another fundamental difference between reflective 
practice and research is its ethical stance. English 
teachers are in loco parentis in their classrooms and 
charged, as professionals, with the care of their students, 
so undertaking innovative practice must be done with 
that duty of care at the heart of the exercise. For research 
to be trusted and ethically sound it must be shown to be 
focused on a properly conceptualised research question, 
on demonstrable knowledge of previous research, and 
with a clear rationale for the methods to be used and 
the instruments to be employed. Such procedures are 
essential for any Masters dissertation, PhD, or funded 
research project. 

Equally, research must involve mutual trust and 
confidentiality. A research project must show that issues 
of anonymity, confidentiality and voluntary participation 
are all taken into account, enabling publication of the 
research (perhaps in a peer-reviewed journal such as 
NATE’s English in Education) or dissemination, (for 
example through speaking in the research strand at a 
NATE conference or at a Research Ed event). 

An MA dissertation is normally published by being 
made available in the institutional library, these days 
typically in an electronic repository. Supervisors who 
feel that the dissertation is of the best quality will 
normally encourage and support the student to publish 
in a more widely accessible and peer-reviewed journal. 

Peer review of research is a final level of guarantee that 
the research was ethically sound and has something 
valuable to contribute to our body of knowledge. It 
can take a long time and require a number of revisions 
before reaching final acceptance and should not be 
undertaken lightly: it is usually an arduous and time 
consuming process.

Final thoughts
As Donald Schon so admirably demonstrated in his 
seminal text The Reflective Practitioner (1983), reflective 
practice is a feature of true professionals in many 
disciplines. For teachers, the concept drives innovation 
and improvement to the benefit of students, and offers 
exemplary practice as a role model to other teachers. 
However, we need to be careful to distinguish reflective 
practice from the practice of research. They have a 
relationship – but teachers should not feel pressure to 
take on poorly-supported research roles that have not 
prepared them for its very real demands.

NATE’s philosophy has always been focused on 
the development of best practice by and for English 
teachers, and its publications show just how much such 
excellent practice there is to report. NATE strongly 
supports the aspiration of teaching to become a 
Masters level profession, as this would steadily improve 
the level of research knowledge and research capacity 
amongst English teachers. We encourage as many 
English teachers as possible to undertake Masters 
level study and to publish their research findings in 
NATE’s various publications and elsewhere. Becoming 
a teacher researcher is not the only answer to our many 
educational challenges but it can be a very positive 
choice for those prepared to commit to learning very 
different skills to those they use in the classroom.

NATE is conducting its first national survey of ‘The state 
of English’ this year and is asking all its members and all 
English teachers to provide their views on how the subject 
is faring in these difficult times. The survey asks for their 
views of key areas ranging from GCSE and A Level to teacher 
recruitment and well-being. We hope you will participate.  
If you have any suggestions about what to ask teachers  
then do email Andy Goodwyn, NATE’s Research Officer: 
andy.goodwyn@beds.ac.uk.
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